
SUMMARY MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 

DARIEN YOUTH HOCKEY ASSOCIATION – October 5, 2020 

 

The Board of Directors of the DYHA held a regular meeting at 7:30 p.m. on October 5, 2020 via video 

conference.   

 

In attendance: 

David Kreppein, Tom Carey, Peter Franchetti, Gina Fusco, Anders Hurst, Sally Reed, Aileen Wiate, Michelle 

Woodward, Chris Burt, David Austen, Traci Lacoseglio and Andrew Bell 

Absent:  Bill Moody, Dean Bellissimo, Dan Brown  

 

1. Announcements – Dave K.   

Dave called the meeting to order.  Dave gave a general update on COVID, including two CHC youth 

hockey programs that reported players who have tested positive and/or were quarantined.  He also 

reported that he had a productive call with the New Canaan Winter Club regarding the Ice Cats program.  

He also said he would send another reminder to the membership to continue to be vigilant about 

following COVID protocols. 

2. Travel Update – Dave K.  

Dave reported that EJEPL would be holding their showcase in October and he would send a note to the 

AA teams to gauge interest and comfort levels.    

It was also reported that there were some issues being raised by families on the Pee Wee B and Squirt B 

teams and it was determined that the House and Travel directors would meet to consider a game plan to 

address ways to improve the B teams experience.  

3. Ice Cats – Dave A. and Andrew  

Dave and Andrew reported that they’ve been addressing coaching staff changes (e.g., due to coaches 

moving unexpectedly) and hope to have the Ice Cats teams’ coaches finalized in the next couple of weeks.   

 

4.  Registration – Traci 

 

Traci reported that she’s keeping the waitlist for House and if the state issues guidance allowing 

additional players on the ice, that we could start to clear the waitlist (mostly Mites).     

 

5.  House – Anders and Chris  

 

Given the waitlist and potential additional guidance from the state, it was determined that we should be 

prepared to accommodate different Mite team scenarios.   

 

6. Treasurer Update – Aileen  

 

Aileen reported that CAN/AM had not yet obtained approval to run the Lake Placid tournament and 

different options are being discussed.   

 



7. Secretary Update – Sally  

 

Sally reminded the Board that the Annual Meeting will take place in December and in all likelihood would 

have to be held virtually this year.  She reported that she would reach out to the travel and house teams 

to identify Voting Members to attend the Annual Meeting.    

8. Sponsorship, Fundraising and Communications – Michelle  

 

Michelle reported on the masks and gaiters and mentioned that if we added House teams following any 

state guidance that she would need to find additional sponsors.  She also reported that she was hoping to 

have DYHA participate in Wreaths Across America this year again.  She also said she would send out a 

reminder to the teams on DYHA’s COVID protocols.  

 

 

Meeting Adjourned at 9:45 pm.  

  

 


